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!. !ntruductiun
Earlier research (S o ó  1926, 1929, 1931) on vegetational history utilizing 
the results o f paleobotanical and palynological investigations carried out in 
Hungary and abroad, respectively, added considerably — even before starting 
palynological investigations in Hungary, — to the knowledge o f the Quater­
nary vegetational development in the Hungarian Great Plain. The first pollen 
analytical investigations o f lowlands were made by К  i n t z 1 e r (1936). Fol­
lowing this, besides some individual analyses (G r e g u s s 1940; Z ó l y o m i  
1946, 1953. 1938) palynological works made on lowland sequence have been 
published again only from the fifties (C s i n á d у  1954, 1959, 1960; .1. В о r s у  
and Z. В о r s у 1955; V о z á г у 1957; I. Aí i h á 11 z and Al. A l i h á l t z  — 
F a r a g ó  1963). The sequences reported in the above publications originated 
from the northern region o f the Hungarian Great Plain, situated beyond the 
river Tisza. On the basis o f the results obtained in lowland palynological works
and ))1 the pollen analytical study o f the bottom o f the Lake Balaton (Z 6- 
1 y o m i 1953), relying furthermore on macrofossil findings, some more papers 
on vegetational history were published (S o d  1940; Z d l v o m i  1953. 1958; 
S t i e b e r, 1957).
Our own investigations were made in the central region o f the Great Plain, 
situated between the rivers Danube and Tisza. In addition to the analysis o f 
the Pleistocene strata (.1 a r a i-K  o m 1 o d i 1906a, 1966c) in the work to be 
reported here, the palvnological results o f Holocene and Late-glacial sequences 
are presented. Of the four sequences outlined below sequences Xo. 1. (Duna- 
keszi I I )  and Xo. II. (Dunakeszi 1) date back to the Late-glacial period, 
sequences Xo. I I I .  (Ocsa) and Xo. IV. (Alpar —Toserdo) include the whole 
Holocene and new Holocene layers, respectively (Map !.).
H. Description of the Sites
1. Stratigraphy
The sequences are representing the replacements o f the backwaters partly 
o f the Danuhe (sequences L. 11. and 111.) partly o f the Tisza (sequence IV .) 
idled up with diatomaeeous lacustrian chalk (sequences 1. and 11.) and with 
plain moor-peat (sequences I I I .  and IV .), in the bottom layers frequently 
fluvial silty sand.
Stmtigraphic characteristics o f the sequences 
Sequence 1., Dunakeszi II.
2,ti —3,2 m diatomaeeous gyttja 
3,2 —3,7 m sandy silt
3.7 — 4,4 m sitty sand
4.4 — 4,S m sand
Sequence II., Dunakeszi 1.
0.0 —0,1 m brownish oxidized peat
0.) —0,3 m ptain moor-peat produced from sedge
0,3— 2,7 m diatomaeeous gyttja
2.7 — 2.!) m diatomaeeous gyttja becoming sandv 
2,9 — 3,5 m sandy sitt
3.5 — 4,! m sitty sand
Sequence III., Ocsa
" ,"  — 0,2 m htack oxidized peat with snails 
0,2—2,4 m ptain moor-peat produced from sedgo 
2,4— 2,7 m peaty clay
2.7 — 2,8 m sandy sitt
2.8— 3,0 m htuish ftuviul sand
Sequence IV., Atpar-Toserdd 
"  0 — 3.8 m sitty moor-peat produced front sedge
2. Climate and vegetation
The climate o f the area under study (region between the Danube and the 
1 isza) is characterized by temperature warm, dry summers and severe winters, 
with a maximum o f rain in summer.
The average temperature in January ranges from 1,4°C to — i,5°C, in 
July from 20,8°C to 21,6°C. One year's mean fluctuation is 22,3°C-25.0°C. 
Yearly precipitation average is about 517 — 617 mm (50 years average).
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Zonal forest association is represented by the oak forest steppe fCowaJ- 
laim-QacrcefaM, Ecg/Mco-^Mcrccfaw, Accra' tataraco-QacrccfaaMj, at the present, 
however, this area with its surrounding is a cultivated land. The natural 
vegetation consists, for the most part, o f azonal moor and gallery forests 
(T-'nr?'e;'-.4//;riM7a paHHOMaeaaM, Qaaerco-fTYHae/aM Aaayaracaaa, &aYdc/ MM aliac- 
/rayalas^, o f adjacent high-grown sedgies (Afayamrararao??,), reedies ('PArayMa- 
ta'OM̂ ), bog-meadows f04yros??'o?? a№ aem oor-m eadows ^Cara'caon 
cocra/cac^ and o f a rich aquatic vegetation fPotawcteaJ.
11!. Mollen analysis
1. Field and laboratory methods
Soil samples were taken with a spacing o f ten centimeters by means o f 
hand drills as used by geologists. Only the innermost, undisturbed parts o f the 
samples were used for analysis. Materials to be tested were stored, after being 
soaked in a mixture o f formalin and alcohol, in bottles sealed with paraffin.
The samples for pollen analysis were prepared by E r d t m a n's acetoly- 
sis method modified by Z ó l y o m i  ( Z ó l y o m i  1953). I f  necessary a hydro­
fluoric treatment (E  r d t m a n 1943) was also applied.
t he amounts o f pollen found in the samples are represented in 
diagrams. The sum o f tree (including CoryYa-s) (A P ) and herbaceous pollens 
(N A P ) counted in a sample except those o f hydrophytes and pteridophvtes is 
taken as 100 per cent. The average per cent values o f the taxa indicated for 
the different phases were calculated from the mean o f the percentages o f all 
samples analysed in the same phases o f sequences. In some cases, in order to 
emphasize the changes which had occured in the grass vegetation some detailed 
diagrams are also given. Here the total o f herbaceous plants (N A P ) with the. 
exception o f the hydrophytes and pteridophytes is taken as 100 per cent. When 
indicating the different vegetational phases F  i r b a s' pollen zone classifica­
tion has been followed (1949. 1954).
2. Pollen zones
, 4 Dryas I I  (Older Dryas. pollen zone It.)
Sequence I  (Fig. 1).
It has been supposed that at the bottom o f sequence 1 zone Ir  is repre­
sented although it does not seem to be proved. This assumption could be ad­
mitted only by working up a series o f complete Late-glacial sequences (de­
monstration o f the Bölling interstadial). There is no doubt that the vegeta­
tional picture found in this zone differs very much from that o f the Alleröd 
interstadial which is located above it and also from the one o f the Pleni- 
glacial stage B demostrated in the region between the Danube and the Tisza 
( . l á r a i - K o m l ó d i  1966a, 1966c). A t any rate this zone represents a 
transition between the Pleni-glacial B and the Alleröd. The character o f the 
vegetation suggests a climate colder than that o f the Alleröd interstadial, on 
the other hand in comparison with the Pleni-glacial stage B, there is a clear
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indication as to the improvement o f the climate. Consequently in contrast 
with the dry. cold and treeless vegetation o f the Pleni-glacial B. the occurence 
o f trees, principally that o f P/aa.s (34,5%) becomes characteristic even i f  at 
a subordinate level. The presence o f #<?(%/'* (6.1%). 4̂/wM̂ , and
P?cen was also established. Xo pollens o f Pc/a/u ?7aaa or o f dwarf willow type 
were found unlike in the Pleni-glacial A  from the region between the Danubc 
and the Tisza (J a r a i lx o m I d d i 1966a, 1966^). This suggests a climate 
all the more favourable. The last stage o f the Parly-Weichsclian period (cm) 
o f the Brdrup interstadial) and the Late-glacial phases proved to be very 
similar in their vegctational feature.
The average amount o f the tree pollens was 62.5 per cent, the pollen o f 
thermophilous trees occurcd in a very small quantity, not more than 2.6 per 
cent o f the total o f tree pollen. Qacyv-MS pollen is regarded as being secondary.
In the herbaceous vegetation ,4 ?(<???: uw'a (13.9%). CAcaopad/aceac (8.1%,) 
and 6b-ani?'acue (7.3%) prevailed, indicating on extensive Late-glacial open 
vegetation rich in species: such as A/aucr/a, EpAcdra cf. &*s%acAya.,
(7yp.v)pA//a. /P7/aa(/a?7ia/a, ///ppcpAor. P/rarosperniaa? aa.s/r/aca??;. Paapa7.s-o/'&/ 
a/y/cfaa7/s. Pc/ap/7;cPa s<?k?<p'/;o/f/r3. TAa/a'fraw. P/ar^apa 777ayo7-/acd/a. if#war. 
etc.
When the contponents o f the Late-glacial ojtcn vegetation are expressed 
as the percentage o f X A P  the following peaks are obtained: APcw/a/u 40% 
(average 36,6%,), CAeaoptMh'accae 30% (average 20,5%), Crawa'acae 25% (ave­
rage 20,0%), Late-glacial steppe elements 13% (average 6,8%), other elements 
characteristic o f Late-glacial open vegetation 10% (average 4,8%) as shown 
in Fig. 5. Xo pollens o f aquatic plants were present, pteridophyta spores 
occured scarcely.
PJ A Herod (pollen zone 11)
Sequences I and I I  (Fig. 1.. 2.).
The border between the Dryas II. (I. c.) and the AHerod was drawn where 
the value for X A P  began to show a sudden decrease (from 45%, to 8.0%,, 
sequences 1), the hydrophytes appeared and the pteridophvtes became ah 
undant.
O f the tree pollens showing an occurrence o f about 85 per cent Pi/;;/s' 
and Pc/a/u were dominant, .4//?a.s was characteristic. The amount o f other 
tree pollens (PaP.r. P/mas, T///n, Cory/a-s. P/cca, AA/es î is negligible.
The treeless areas were reduced, the rates o f herbaceous components to 
each other altered. The open vegetation remained very rich in species. 
Expressed as percentages o f X AP  the following rates o f occurrence were estab­
lished: App?n:'g?'a 20,5% (maximum 26%), CAewopcaP'uffae 8,6% (maximum 
14%). Crurai'acac 29.4% (maximum 33%,), Late-glacial steppe elements 
4,4% (maximum 6'%), other elements characteristic o f Late-glacial open vege­
tation 6,6% (maximum 11%) (Fig. 5. and 6.). Pollens o f six kinds o f hydro­
phytes were demonstrated: TypAa /aP/n/m. Po/aarnyPoa, AywpAacaccac. <S'pu/- 
yan?M?H, Myri'opApMMMi pr/'Pci'Pufa/H, dP sp/ra/ava. The spreading o f all these, 
but especially that o f 7'. /uP'/o/?'u indicates a more favourable climate as com 
pared to that o f the preceding phase. In addition to the increase in the amount
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o f tree pollen there was also a decrease o f certain hciiophytes f  A'p/ad/u. G'vpA-n- 
p/o7a^ wiiic-h points to reforestation. Among the herbs the potions o f some 
different dicotyledonous fatuities occurred with a greater s h a r e ,  t o o .  I t  ¡ g  probabtc 
that within these fatuities the shade toiareut or demanding taxa requiring a 
mitder ctimate became widely distrilnited. That ttiav also be the reason whv 
Grain iincae became tiere relatively more frequent than iti the Dryas phases, 
i.e. they are including much more shade tolerant or demanding species than 
those included either iti CAenopodiarrue or Ar/cin/ai'a.
GJ Dryas I I I  (Younger Dryas. pollen zone 111)
Sequences I  and I I  (Fig. 1., 2.).
The transition between the Altered and Dryas H I is shown by the vege- 
tationa! feature as compared with the preceding phase. This indicates a 
deterioration o f the climate. The tree pollens showed a gradual but distinct 
diminishing, and the proportions represented by individual herbs have been 
altered. The number ol the Late-glacial steppe heliophvtes. as compared to 
those in Allerod, shows a conspicuous increase. Their values related to the 
sum o f N A P  are: Arirwisiu 28.8% (maximum 47%). G/icnapodiaccac 21,8% 
(maximum 39%), Grainincac 18.3% (maximum 30%), Late-glacial steppe 
elements 10,8% (maximum 20%). other species characteristic o f Late-glacial 
open vegetation 3,8% (maximum 10%) (Fig. 3. and 0.).
The decrease o f the tree pollens is a quantitative one, as the pollens o f 
all the trees — with the exception o f GniT/?ns and — which were present
in the Allerod could be demonstrated in this phase as well. The prevailing 
trees were Finns and Bcin/a here. too.
Pre-Boreal (pollen zone IY )
Sequences I, 11 and I I I  (Fig. L, 2.. 3.).
The border between the Late-glacial period and the Holocene is indi­
cated by the spread o f the tree vegetation, especially by the sharp rise o f 
Bein/a. The thermophilous broad-leaved trees also increased gradually.
O f the Late-glacial and Holocene phases the Pre-Borea! is the only one, 
where the number o f Bcin/a considerably exceeds that o f Finns and where at 
the same time, Beinia reaches its absolute peak (32%). The proportion o f thermo­
philous trees related to the total o f tree pollen was 1".3% and from this phase 
most thermophilous trees (Foryins, ^nerens. 7bV/u. GBnas^ form continuous 
curves.
Within the general decrease o f N A P  the fall is highly expressed for the 
heliophilous steppe plants and the characteristic Late-glacial herbs and so 
are the extinction o f other ones and the gradually increasing value o f Gramincae.
The average proportions expressed in the percentage o f N A P  are the fol­
lowing: Ariemisia 32,8%, C/icnnpodiaicac 5.3%, Gruininear 32.1%, species 
characteristic o f the Late-glacial open vegetation 6.3%.
The amelioration in climate at the beginning o f the Holocene is also 
indicated by the aquatic plants. I t  was from this phase onwards that most o f 
these plants showed a continuous and some o f them a widespreading curve 
e.g. FypAa iaii/o/ia, I/yriop/q/iinn; ncriiciBainin and FoB/podiureac.
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Boreal (pollen sub-zones Y.a ant! \ b)
Sequences 11 and 111 (Fig. 2., 3 ).
The border between Pre-Boreal and Boreal was marked by a sharp and 
definitive fai! o f Betula and a sudden rise o f a n d  a graduai one o f Cury/M.s'. 
The whoie Borea) phase is characterized by the high proportion o f herbaceous 
piants (30,3% on the average). Boreal can be devided into two sub-zones, the 
border o f which was drawn at the intersection o f /bnw.s and Cory/M.s curves.
Sub-zone Y.a is characterized by the high value oi P/HMS (42,1%) and by 
the slow increase o f the cra ves o f Pory/'/.s-, -4/?; ;/.s and mixed oak forest species. 
Iti the herbaceous vegetation the following rates oi occurrence, expressed in 
the percentage o f N A P  are worth noting: 32,2% (maximum 33%),
CAfMO/wdnK'PHC 11.4% (maximum 25%), tv'rnaoMcnc 27.3",, (maximum 00%) 
and //c/?'H7d/iC7№MM 5,7% (maximum 20%).
The Y.b sub-zone is characterized by the sudden drop in P  by the 
first peaks o f CoryJ/cs and .1/'?a.s, by the simultaneous spread o f mixed oak 
forest species, and by the appearance o f CarpiMMS. In the open vegetation 
Ay/ewfsfa and Crawt/weae showed a certain decrease (to 25,0% and 25,1%, 
respectivelv), //c/mM/AcmMw disa[)])earcd entirely and other dicotyledonous iami- 
lies e.g. (10,4%), (4.2%) gained in importance.
P j  Atlantic (pollen zones Y1 and Y l l )
Sequences II. I l l  and 1Y (Fig. 2., 3., 4.).
fhe Atlantic-Boreal border has been established where the extension oi 
A///M-S'. 77//a, (^McrrM# and the diminishing to a minimum o f /lr/cwhsna and 
('ArMopodt'aceae met. AH and mixed oak iorest species were culminating
in the Atlantic. CoryP/s remained characteristic to the same extent as in the 
Boreal. Next to CwpPiMS the beech appeared.
t he usual division into two parts o f the Atlantic phase was possible in sequ­
ence 11. In sequence 111 the low pollen frequency did not provide any opportu 
nitv for a reliable separation. As to sequence 1Y, only the younger stage o f the 
Atlantic was represented. In sequence 11 mixed oak forest species showed a 
similar behaviour in both Atlantic phases, however, in the older phase (V I) 
CoryPcs had an expending tendency. In the younger stage Cory/M.s was slowly 
decreasing. .4P?M.s reaches its peak. P????/# and a/c practically disappeared,
it was in that phase that A P  culminated.
The Boreal steppe disappeared, .-iPc;/Ps/a. T'Acnopot/mccac, other dicotyle­
donous heliophilous steppe plants were replaced by forests with herbaceous 
forest plants belonging to different families, with shrubs (e.g. 1
and with some significant indicators, such as I ?P.s, //4t&?ra, 
T/WM7H, //r.r (Fig. 2.. 4., 3.), o f a mild, wet and warm climate o f the Atlantic 
period.
GJ Sub-Boreal (pollen zone Y l l l )
Sequences II ,  111 and 1Y (Fig. 2., 3., 4.).
The border between the Sub-Boreal and the Atlantic has been dtawn 
partly by the spreading o f the plants indicating a change o f climate into a more
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humid and cooler one f 7'uyM.s-, Furp///[/.s. F/cca, aquatic plants), partly by the 
appearance o f the influence o f human activity in the vegetational change.
A general decrease in the A P  value ((h),8% ) can be seen in the diagrams. 
The participation o f FayMS and Carp?7;wA' was increasing and, with exception 
o f sequence IV , F/cea showed a rising tendency, too. Mxpressed in total pollen 
percentage the values are: Carp/?;a.s- 4,7%, F/cca 3.1%. Fayas 10,4%. the latter 
having reached its maximum. The share o f .4/aas, and that o f the mixed lorest 
diminished fdFia.s- 8,4%, Qacrcas 8.9%, F /Fa 1,6%, FVwa.s 1,3%). The values 
o f F/aas (12,9%), and 7?c?a/a (2,7%) also rose slowly.
in the open vegetation /IFew/.s/n (8,9%), C/icaa/aaFaceae (13,3%) became 
important again, somewhat significant were FraaFaene (16,3% in sequence 11) 
and Cy/avaccuc (33,0% in sequence IV). Weeds and cultivated plants (T7ealnarn 
cyaaus tip., F/aa/aya /aaccoJa/a tip., Fo/yyoaayw aa/ca/arc tip., Fawea?, FrFrn. 
Caaaa&7s-Fa7aaJas, CcrcaFaJ with an average value o f 17,5% calculated in 
N A P  %  also appeared or spread. As compared to the Atlantic, the participation 
o f climatic optimum plants diminished from 9.3% to 0.3% (calculated in MAP 
%)-
F 7 Sub-Atlantic and present time (pollen zones IX  and X)
Sequences I I ,  I I I  and IV  (Fig. 2., 3., 4.).
In the course o f these investigations the most detailed picture o f the 
vegetational changes in the Sub-Atlantic could be observed in the 1.8 thick 
successive layers with high pollen frequency o f sequence IV . Fach correspond­
ing layer, however, found in the three sequences shows a similarity in its main 
characteristics.
The Sub-Boreal-Sub-Atlantic border has been drawn where a newer lar<'e 
scale rise o f weeds and cultivated plants and a sudden ascent o f the F/7?a.s curv e 
could be observed.
In this phase Fuya.s was slowly diminishing, it even disappeared. The 
number oi Ca7*p/7?M3 first had a tendency to rise (sequences I I I  and IV ) then 
gradually diminished till the end o f the phase. Diminishing followed by thc 
extinction o f Fnya.s and Fm-p/aa.s may be due to climatic influences c-harac 
terized by a more continental and dryer pattern. The diminishing o f [nixed oak 
forest species, the spread of CAfMO/xxFar<?ap, FrawFneHc, cultivated
plants and weeds may be attributed to human activity. The rise in the number 
o f FF/ms' pollen may he a result o f longdistance transport by wind to the in 
creased treeless localities.
The climate o f present time does not differ from the Sub-Atlantic one. 
Present time vegetation would sooner reflect a more intensive human activity 
as it is shown first o f all by the composition o f the anemophilous herbaceous 
vegetation. As indicated in fig . 9. the proportion in MAP o f pioneer plants, 
mainly heliophilous species belonging to d Few/,Fa and F/aw/aeae and o f 
cultivated plants and weeds (FkveuFa, CewfaMra eya/M/y, P/uM/nyu.
Fo/yycwMW, Fawe.r, FF/ca species) is different in the phases IX  and X. In thé 
Sub-Atlantic the former, in zone X  the latter prevailed. A probable cause o f 
this phenomenon may be the fact that human activity appeared first (phases 
V III .  IX ) in the form o f deforestation (for "land occupation") which favoured
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1 he spread of pioneer helio])hytes and iater (phase X in the form of agriculture 
which resulted in the predominance of cultivated plants and weeds. The accu­
mulation of С/яня/юЛягсяс during phase X might he explained as well hv 
the spreading oi weeds belonging to this familv.
1 \ .  Biseussion
7t' C / o r c s / O f / о a -  file cold treeless semi-desert loess-steppe vegetation 
grown during the Last Glaciation (Pleniglacial in the region between the 
Danube and Tisza rivers became gradually reforested in the course o f the Late- 
glacial period. Its beginning could not be established in this work ami the earli­
est iorest development could not be followed continuously, as sequence L  is 
supposed to start from the end o f Dryas 1! only. The Al'lcrod as well as the 
Dryas phases preceding and following it was demonstrated from the Great 
Plain geologically, too. In agreement with the results obtained hitherto in 
Lurope the Dryas 111 loess layer has been found, by dating to be 10 -480 + 
12H0 years old (K  r i v á n 1000). The Bolling vegetation as well as the clima­
tic and vegetational changes which had set in at the boundary o f the Pleni- 
glacial В and the Late-glacial period continue to remain unknown. Further 
palynologieal investigations concerning the Great Plain are needed to elucidate 
the full vegetational development in the Late glacial and the detailed division 
ol this period for the zones peculiar to Europe.
In the phases demonstrated from the Late-glacial period the most impor­
tant role in reforestation was played in the region studied bv Дс/м/я and 
species. .4/aas and ЯяЛ'.г were also o f considerable importance. The role o f 
the thermophilous broad-leaved trees is much more uncertain. The amount o f 
their pollens is very low, their curve is continuous only from the Holocene on.
1 he AP  average in Dryas M is (<2.4%, the proportion o f the thermophilous 
broad-leaved tree pollens f А /я ял- always included) calculated on the sum o f 
A P  is not more than 2,8%. In the AHcröd, with 85 per cent o f AP. it is only 
<;.5%. in the Dryas I I I ,  with 60% o f A P  it is 2,7% onlv. The value o f the 
thermophilous broad-leaved tree pollens reaches 10,5% in the Pre-Borcai. from 
here their curve becomes continuous and rises steadilv.
According to the results of charcoal analysis broad-leaved tree forests 
existed in Hungarian Central Mountains, during the Late-glacial period.
is even supposed to have been able to survive the Last Glaciation and to 
remain in existence as a preglacial (Hem interglacial) relic (S t i e b e r 1957).
1 licit occurrence on the (Treat Plain is much more problematic. Several factors 
such as the rate o f reforestation, the considerable quantity o f ТурЛя /яС/пСя 
mum] to the July 14 ( isotherm, the appearance o f A l/я;р/я;сяссяс lead us to 
a heve that the climate — at least that ol the Alleröd — could have suited the 
thermophilous trees on the Great Plain, too. especially at its margins where 
these sequences were taken Írom. On the basis o f such considerations the ther­
mophilous tree pollens can be supposed to lie o f a primary nature and so the 
forests — in this area - in Allerbd may be compared with a southern tvpe 
pinc-bireh taiga already admixed with broad-leaved trees described from the 
western part of the Soviet 1 nion. the so-called European taiga ( B e r "  1958).
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However, because o f the very tow proportion o f the thermophilous trees 
these pollens are best regarded as being o f a secondary nature, derived from 
the surrounding highlands by longdistance transport. According to this assump­
tion, during the Late-glacial period they could not have any important role 
in the vegetation o f the Great Plain, even in the case o f favourable climatic 
conditions. The widespread distribution o f P/nag and PcGda and their competi­
tion might have been the main inhibiting factors o f the immigration o f ther­
mophilous trees.
7! e  ̂ a / a . — In the Late-glacial period the curves o f PGa/a show repeated 
rises to a higher or lesser extent (sequences I and I I ) ,  however, these were not 
so important and did never exceed the Pin M3 values. On the contrary, in the 
Pre-Boreal 7lGa/a had spread suddenly and widely in general with maximum 
values, considerably exceeding even the curves o f 7b'aag. This is a conspicuous 
phenomenon occurring in all our sequences containing Pre-Boreal layers (I, 11. 
I l l )  and is in agreement with the dominance o f /A /a/a in the Pre-Boreal layers 
from the Yugoslav Deliblat lowland which pertains geographically to the Great 
Plain ( G i g o v  and B o g  d a n  o v i e  1962). This can be found also in a 
number o f sequences both in Hungary and in neighbouring countries (K  i n t z- 
1 e r 1936; G i g o v 1936; R a i s k a - . !  a s i e w i e z o w a  1966). Besides 
then there are many examples pointing to a rapid spread o f tree-birches f7?. 
pendaVa, /L paAcgceng^ in an area which had been covered partially by pine 
birch forests during the Late-glacial interstadials and the beginning o f H olo­
cene, under the influence o f a climatic amelioration. This climatic change fa­
voured the spread o f P/aag 7P  g/Zaegb'/gtoo, /A/a/a. however, having been more 
o f a pioneer tree, its growth was speedier, its seed production aerlier and superi­
or. Consequently it was able to immigrate much more quickly into treeless 
areas, i t  can be supposed, therefore, that the peaks o f TAdaAr dated by certain 
authors from the very end o f Drvas I I I  (.1. B o r s y  and X. B o r s v  1955; 
0  s i n a d y  1960) or from the beginning o f the Boreal (K  r i p p e 1 1965) 
may have pertained to the Preboreal.
In the Late-glacial sequences examined no pollens o f dwarf birch 7 a/a,
??uaa tip.) were found, only those o f tree-birches (* /A/a/a a/Au tip.)
C A a r a r ? e r ?' g f ?' r s o / ! A e 7 / a i c - y ( a c 7 a (  A c r A a c c o a g y -  
y e ! a ! ?' o a. -  The Late glacial herbaceous vegetation o f the Great Plain was rich 
in species and had a curious mixed composition, similarly to those o f Western and 
Northern Hurope ( I v e r s o n  1954; G o d w i n 1956; F  1 o r s c h u t z 1958; 
W a s y  1 i k o w a 1964). Here, heliophilous CAc??apar//areac, /1 r/eaa/g/a species 
and Gran; /wear were the prevailing grass components, in addition, however, some 
other steppe elements such as Cca/aarva gcaA/oga tip., C. Twoa/aau tip., Gg/g)ga- 
pA?Vacf./ag//y?'n7a, PpArdra cf. d/g/acAg/a, Pg)Acd/a of. /rayd/g, 7Yaa/ayo magar- 
wed/a, P. ?Mar?'Gn;a tip., /Ird/aH/AearaMi, .4 rrara/a wardfwa, <S'a rrya/.sarAa w/aar 
also occurred. The rest o f the vegetation consisted o f elements which at present 
inhabit dunes fM 'p p o p A a g o f arctic-alpine species ('&day/7?c//a ge/ay/ao/deg ,̂ 
o f plants o f high mountain meadows (Po/g/yoaaw A/g/ar7aJ, o f alpine-boreal 
species 7P/carogperrarrar aag/r/ararra o f members o fta ll herb meadows and o f 
bog, marsh vegetations fPaMyavgorAa (T/jf/crPa/Zg, TAa/Zc/rar :̂, PpZ/oA/aM-
CAawnraaa'/nrrJ- I  hesc so-called "characteristic elements o f the Late-glacial
14 AXX \!^ES — Seel!) Hh)!onicn — TomusO 10.
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Fig. 9.
open vegetation" disappeared on the (ireat Plain, after the L;de-giacial period, 
in genera) as early as the Pro-Boreal.
According to I  v e r s e n the mixed character o f the Late-glacial herbace­
ous vegetation could be attributed partly to the fact that among the climatic 
factors light conditions must have been very favourable to the heliophilous 
steppe plants as well as to the heliophilous arctic-alpine species. From the 
distribution in Hungary o f some plants the conclusion can be drawn that they 
were mainly warn) and dry demanding species, for many o f the))), however, 
light had to be a more decisive factor. So for example the European habitats 
o f Ap/udm occur at present, under very warm climatic conditions, but they can 
also be found in Siberia, beyond the Arctic Circle and in the Alpine region o f 
Tibet. Similarly, ///ppop/me grow not only on duties but also in subalpine re­
gions and so does Arwerm mari'ffMia (C a m s 1943; I v e r s e n 1954; (! o d- 
w in  1954; W a l t e r  1954).
Another possible reason for this mixed character o f the fiora is that the 
edaphic conditions o f Late-glacial had been very favourable to pioneer plants 
differing in ecological requirement. '1'his resulted in the fact that they had 
immigrated and spread together (I v e r s e n 1954).
.4 77 a / ?' e p / a M / -s. — When the vegetation o f a certain area is to be cha­
racterized pollens o f waterplants can not be regarded as deriving from true local 
species. However, their identification is necessary and is o f importance all the 
more because the behaviour immigration, extinction, spread o f certain species 
mav be o f great help in determining the climatic conditions o f different phases. 
The majority o f them are known to be cosmopolitan because o f the compen­
sators* influence o f water. Therefore, the results have to be interpreted with 
precaution. It has been confirmed by several authors (S z a f  e r 1954; I  v  e r- 
s e n  1954, 1964; W a s v l i k o w a  1964; W e s t  1964) that in many
cases aquatic plants are none the less more valuable indicators o f the tempe­
rature conditions than terrestrial plants are. In certain respects they are even 
superior to the latter. For example in the case o f an amelioration in temperature 
they react more promptly than do the terrastia! plants and in consequence o f 
their distribution speed they will quickly spread. This feature appears e.g. 
the sequence 1. at the beginning o f Allerod (Fig. 1 ) where the spread o f
preceds the peak o f №/n?a. Most aquatic plants behave like pioneers 
and by finding ideal conditions in the water, after their immigration begin to 
spread immediately. I f  it comes to a temperature decrease during an unfavou­
rable period they survive by help o f their resistant organs and by the next 
amelioration o f the climate they will soon reegain their reproductive capacity. 
In water there is less competition than e.g. in the case o f heliophytes and 
forests, and so these disturbing factors can be eliminated. However, even in the 
presence o f all these advantages only those aquatic plants can be taken into 
consideration which occurcd in deposits o f eutrophic waters and whose distri­
bution is not limited by edaphic factors e.g. by the lime content o f water. 
Such reliable aquatic plants are e.g. Aa/777p/?a<?n. AT/p/in7-, Po?ayo77?r/077 770/0773, 
-)/y7*7op/7,7/P7/77twrf7C7?/a/7/ 777 ( S a t n u e l s s o n  1934; S o d  and 
. J a v o r k a  1951; I v e r s e n  1954; S z a f e r  1954).
/St eppe  p <y y e / o ( % o №. — On the examined areas one may follow in broad 
outlines the alterations in the composition o f the open vegetation which had 
occurred during the Late-glacial (Dryas II, Di vas I I I ) .  Pre-Borea! and Horeal 
phases.
The Late-glacial cold, continental steppes were in the first place composed 
o f Hr/cio/s/a. CArMopoiffaceae and some CratHiMrac. In their grasses the presence 
o f other steppe heliophytes is also o f importance e.g. that o f A'p/avTd'Of. Lypso- 
pAfJa cf./as/Zyia/a, 1770717/7770, WePnw/AfMMMM, &twyM'!*W7%o 777/7707-, anti
that o f plants o f sub-artic meadows fiS^ay/McMa gf/ayfwoMf^.
On the Pre-Borea! steppe the number o f CAiWipcii/accoe and that o f the 
heliophvlous steppe plants characteristic o f the Late-glacial diminish. Hr/e- 
77773/0 remains important further on, though from the sequences including also 
the Late-glacial layers (Sequences 1., I I )  one may see that its average value as 
compared to that o f the Divas phases decreased by 8%, while that o f C/wH/weae 
showed a tendency to increase. ¿?c/ay/7if7/o, Hrnicriu disappeared but some cold
14*
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tcquiiing, shade tolerant aljiine-boreal species, c.g. Póo/co.s/;c/*wcf n;/sp/a 
stiH be demonstrated. In this phase the plant community charac 
ter.zmx a cold continental steppe had already become almost entirely extinct 
the species had changed and had given place to the warm continental steppe.
From the open vegetation o f the Boreal phase the plants characteristic o( 
the Late-glacial steppes, the sub arctic, alpine-boreal species had disappeared 
completely. A grass vegetation rich in Grn?H/Meac had been prevailin'' in all 
probabihty Fe.s'^rn-X///M herbs (S o 6 1059). with a number o f Dicotyledons 
especially from the Cmnpos/iac and families (F i"  7 ) 4/7cw?'gm is
a significant component o f Boreal steppes as well. As it is known, durin" this 
phase there was a warm, dry climate favourable to the accumulation o f alkaline 
salts, he earliest Post-glacial sodic soils are supposed to have originated from 
tins time (8 o Ó 1959). On these sodic soils the bulk o f the different Arfcin/.s«; 
species could have grown, as they do today. In sequence 111 CAe/mnodmccne ami. 
at least in the lirst half o f the Boreal, also //cC/n/dAcw/zw are characteristic 
sporadically. Of course, during this phase several warm requiring .1 r/cw/.s/a 
CAf/mpods'acfar and //e/?a???Acwaw species, other than those o f the Late- 
glacial period might have existed. It is worth mentioning that from the Kuro- 
pean territory ol the Soviet Onion wide steppes also consisting o f .4/7cw?.sm and 
CAewopof/fatvae (X A P  value over 40%) were recorded (L  i s s i z i n a 195.1).
.S' Í c p p e a .s r 1 a; a r c y c / a / / a a ? a / /i c /I a r e a L -  S o ó was 
the first to assume the existence on the Hungarian Great Plain o f the last climax 
steppe dating lar back to the Boreal period (8 o ó 1929). This statement was la 
ter accepted and supported by X ó 1 y  o m i with the reservation that "to have 
aju il evidence congruent data obtained by further borings should be necessary' 
( X o l y o m i  1953).Accordingto W e n d e l  be r g e r .  duringtheBorealphase 
a iorest steppe vegetation had been prevailing on the Hungarian Great Plain and 
the last primeval steppe vegetation was established on its steppe spots ( W e ti­
d e !  b e r g e  r 1954. 195(1). Comparing our results with those obtained bv 
X o l y o m i  on the Lake Balaton they are found to be fairlv congruent. 
Reckoned as a percentage ol total pollen Z ó l y o m i  (1953) has reported for 
the Boreal an average X A P  value oi 38,2% (maximum 4(1%). whereas in 
sequences II and I I I  from the Great Plain this value was found to be 30 3% 
(maximum 4(t%). this cogruency is striking, the comparison seems, however, 
not to be quite reliable. The diagram from Lake Balaton does not indicate 
scpaiatch the number ol local aquatics, so it can be supposed that the number 
o f ''varia" and the sum o f X A P  is fallacious. In addition to that in X ó 1 y o - 
m i s calculations the frequency oi herbaceous pollen was related to that o f \P 
and the high percentage o f X A P  (90%) obtained was taken as an indication' 
ol the existence ol Boreal climax steppe.
In the Holocene and Late-glacial phases preceding the Boreal the studied 
area ol the Great Plain was never found to be entirely reforested. In the Di vas 
phases, even in the Pre Boreal, there were fairly large areas covered with a tree­
less steppe vegetation as it has recently been supposed bv X 0 1 v o m i and 
8 o 6  ( Z ó l y o m i  1958.1904; S o ó  1959). Though the full vegetational 
history oi the Late-glacial is unknown (Bölling. Dryas 1). it is very likclv that 
in some regions o f the Great Plain many steppe areas have remained treeless
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from the Brdrup interstadial or probably from the !ast interglacial to the very 
end of the Boreal phase. The cold loess steppes of the glacials diminished, 
but possibly continued to exist during the Dryas phases. They even might have 
transmitted certain species with wider ecological demands and received some 
newer species which had appeared upon the amelioration of climate. Little by 
little its flora became changed, and in the Boreal the cold loess steppe was 
replaced by the warm continental steppe.
There is no doubt in the studied areas wooded vegetation has also existed. 
Part o f Hc/M/a can be supposed to have been /?. pz/Uwc7Z.s grown in the moors as 
local species. Part o f TV'/?///? pollens could have originated through long distance 
transport. Nevertheless, as the climax steppe zone o f the Soviet Union is pene- 
treted by forest steppe tongues at some sandy sites so may have subsisted forest 
steppe spots in certain areas o f the Hungarian Great Plain (e.g. in the neigh­
bourhood o f the Danube), too, as indicated in these diagrams. Consequently, in 
the first half o f the Boreal phase (Y.a), besides sandy and sodic steppes with 
grasses and Ariewnts/a an oriental type o f TVwMs g/Zwa/r/'s forest steppe with 
oaks, limes and hazels might have existed. In the second half o f the Boreal 
(V.b) TYni/s disappeared, and a mixed oak forest steppe rich in hazels might 
have remained characteristic. As the T/Z/'a pollens present in a considerable 
amount proved to pertain to the T/Z/a cor/ZaZa tip. (P  r a g 1 o w s k i  1962) 
these forest steppes may have been most similar to /1 /VZa?///? n 7 ' ??? cor/ZaZae 
(F  c k e t e 1965) in the plant communities o f Hungary.
As far as the Boreal climax steppe is concerned these investigations 
contributed mainly to the study o f the steppe composition by determining the 
herbaceous pollens. For a definit demonstration o f the existence o f the climax 
steppe in Boreal, pollen analyses o f additional Holocene sequences originating 
from the middle part o f the Great Plain and from the areas beyond the river 
Tisza would be necessary. As these sequences apply almost exclusively to 
territories along the Danube, we think that the demonstration o f forest steppe 
in the Boreal does not deny, the existence o f climax steppe in the Great Plain 
as a whole.
,S' a & - - o n e s Z /z c Horen/ p A a -s e, Cor  y Z a #. — Similarly to other 
authors ( . l essen 1935; F i r b a s  1949; J o r g e n s e n  1954; F i r b a s  
and R o c h o ŵ 1956; F i r ba s ,  M ti n n i c h , W i 11 k e 1958; K l a u s  
1961: S z c z e p a n e k 1961) the Boreal has been divided into two sub-zones. 
The border between them was established on the basis of the reciprocal beha­
viour of TV'z/MS and Cory/as (sequences I I  and I I I ) ,  respectively.
According to F i r b a s the Central European forest development in the 
Boreal was characterized by a widespread distribution o f CoryZag mainly in the 
west and on highlands, and by the spreading o f Ẑ zzzzz.s' in the regions where 
forests rich in HcZzzZa had been dominating in the Pre-Boreal. Sub-zone V.a is 
a period abounding in /V/7 zz.s with a marked TV/? MS peak, a period where 
CoryZz/g had shown a tendency to increase, and mixed oak forests and AZazzg 
were insignificant. In sub-zone V.b the number o f TV'HMS and in some localities 
even that o f Cory?//# were diminishing while $7/crce/M?M mixtum and AZzzzz.s 
were increasing ( F i r b a s  1949 p. 312 ).
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On the basis o f F i t ' l ea s' statements and o f the resuits aireadv obtained 
(e.g. F  i r b a s and R o e h o w 1956; K l a u s  ] 961 ; K  r i p p e 1 1965; 
J á r a i - K  o m 1 ó d i 1966b) it can be conctudcd. that in the cariy Boreal (V.a) 
P/KM.s forests or forest steppes may have been fairly expanded in Central Europe. 
Also the markedly high values o f pine in the diagrams presented may allow 
the conclusion that in certain localities or the Créât Plain P/wc/x forests existed 
still at the beginning o f the Boreal.
'Hie basic aspect o f the pattern o f the Central European Boreal forest 
development described by 1 i r b a s  has also been confirmed bvthese analyses 
in that the two sub-zones o f Boreal can be characterized by vegetations rich 
in C?7?M.s and in hazel, respectively. With regard to the general behaviour o f 
Cwc/A/s, however, certain divergences have been found. So the hazel proportion 
as shown by most o f the diagrams referring to Hungary — chiefly to tin- 
lowlands ( K i n t z l e r  1936; Z ó l y o m i  1953; C s i n á d y  1954.1960;
J. B o r s y  and X. B o r s y  1955) — was, even in a period rich in hazel, 
much lower than that in the northern and western regions oi this country, 
especially in mountainous and hilly areas. This may be the reason whv some 
authors in interpreting the diagrams referring to the Hungarian Créât Plain 
presumed the absence of the Boreal period from the sequences and tried to 
explain this by climatic causes (dry, warm periods) (C s i n á d v 1954, 1955;
J. B o r s y  and X. B o r s y  1955).
The relatively low frequency o f Cory/M.s even during the period rich in 
hazel can be explained by assuming that the dry. warm climate o f Boreal 
ptevailing on the 1 treat Plain was not favourable lor the spreading o f hazel. 
Another divergence in the behaviour o f Cory/Mg is that in this country the 
curves o f hazel do not decrease at the end o f the Boreal, show even in the A t­
lantic phase values similar to those ol the Boreal and will have diminished onlv 
at the end o f the Atlantic period. The climate o f the Atlantic may have been the 
best foi hazel. Its distribution on a larger scale was hampered, however, on acco­
unt o f its high light requirement -  presumably bvthe widespread broad-leaved 
forests ( J á r a i - K o m l ó d i  1968).
o /  % A e c / t M a  i ! e o p  % á w % w. .* !* / # e w wt, / / c -
(Z e r a. / / <? a, T ?' / ? s. -  Since the publication in 1944 o f 1 v e r s e n s paper 
several authors have published standard works on the role o f Fw-aw. //pc/cra 
and /A-.ras climatic indicators (I  v e r s c n 1944; M i k k e 1 s e n 1949; ( : o d- 
V i n 1956; 1 r o e 1 s - S m i th 196b). Their inqiortance is emphasized by their 
demand on a high temperature, precipitation and mild climate which was charac­
teristic ol the Holocene climatic- optimum and appeared in Europe earliest in 
the Atlantic phase. 1 he appearance ol these indicators is an immediate sinn 
o f setting in o f this climatic change.
In the Atlantic phase their pollens have been found in many European 
localities, though their frequency was always very low and expressible but in 
thousandths as a rule.
To the three plants mentioned above F?№ might still be added, however, 
its pollen has rarely been demonstrated, in general only in the later (Sub- 
Boreal, Sub-Atlantic) periods. From the Atlantic phase it was found south o f 
Hungary, e.g. in Ita ly ( B e u g  1964). In the sequences studied by us the
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pollens of alt the four plants were found in the Atlantic phase, //cdcru and 
Edfs' were found in three borings (sequences II, I I I  and IV), Ei.sca//; only in the 
Atlanti cphase of sequence IV. //c.r only in that of sequence II.
//cdcrc is an Atlantic-mediterranean plant (8 о ó and J á v  о г к a 1951). 
I t  is less sensitive to the summer temperature but for its spreading it requires 
a relatively high average winter temperature not lower than — 1,5°C even in 
the coldest month ( I  v e r s e n 1944).
I't .scwa is an Eurasian flora element (8 о ó and J á v  о г к a 1951). In the 
case o f a relatively high summer average temperature (above 16—17°C) it is 
able to tolerate a lower winter temperature (even — 6°C).
Edis adres/r:.? is a lowland, Ponto-mediterranean element (8 о ó and 
J á v о г к a 1951) w ith a temperature requirement similar to that o f 1;'лсм?а 
(T  г о e 1 s - 8 m i t h I960). Its area is determined by an annual average tem­
perature o f 9 —21°C. A  July average temperature exceeding 28°C it does not 
spread ( P á l i n k á s  1955; К о п т а  1964).
The sensitivity o f /dcr to continental climatic conditions is higher than 
that o f any o f the three species mentioned above. Only a mild, rainy climate is 
favourable to it. I t  is an Atlantic-mediterranean element, unable to tolerate any 
extremities (W  a 11 e r 1954), and even in the Mediterranean area occurs only 
in countries abundant in rain.
Edia, Е:асм?н, //c Jew are native [Hants in this country even today. JVc.r 
is supposed to be extinct because o f an unfavourable climatic change w hich had 
taken place after the Atlantic phase. Even today it is not an indigenous plant 
o f the Hungarian flora. Its appearance is regarded to be important in the 
Atlantic not only because it indicates for the Atlantic a more favourable climate 
than that of our days but also because the thorough investigation o f its actual 
spreading conditions makes it possible to get a more exact estimation o f the 
Atlantic climate (J á r a i - К  о m 1 ó d i 1967).
Edia is also a significant plant having a greater pollen frequency in these 
sequences than in other countries. It is supposed that during the Atlantic 
period is had been w idely spread. Its appearance and spread by that time could 
have been related not as much to a rise in the temperature but rather to an 
increase in humidity, and to its migration conditions.
The presence o f Edia is characteristic o f park forests. Its high
frequency in the Atlantic may be in connection, to some extent, with the distri­
bution o f park forests (high percentage o f /1 dw.s ̂ ). Ed ns is today in Hungary a 
characteristic species o f Fw.rdic ; wn??d w - СТ/асСои. hardw ood parklands o f
the Great Plain ( 8 i m o n  1957; 8 o ó  1957, 1958). Together with similar 
Slovenian communities as opposed to those in Central Europe it is a common 
differential species o f the South Eastern European hardwood parklands (8 о ó 
1958, 1964). Today it is no more a common plant. I t  w as, however, as show n by 
earlier authors much more expanded as late as the last century not only in 
parklands, but also in the broad-leaved tree forests o f the Hungarian Central 
Mountains and in those o f the Great Plain as well (K  e r n e  r 1868 ; E e i c h- 
t i n g c r  1899; D e g e n  1961). This plant is very likely to have been extir­
pated from the mountain and low land forests, or forced back into the river­
side park forests by a climate turning dry, then by the "land occupation" o f 
man and finally by some parasites (T  e r p ó 1962).
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Я  м ?м л и л с / ?' я / ¿ у. — According to archeological and paleontological 
records man's deforesting and shepherding activity affecting the vegetation 
first appeared at the boundary between the Atlantic ami Sub-Boreal phases, 
about 5000 years ago. For that very reason it seems to be quite difficult to 
mark a natural boundary which would be due to the effect o f a climatic change, 
which had taken place on the border between Atlantic and Sub-Boreal. I t  is 
necessary, however, to differentiate between climatic changes and human 
activity as possible factors influencing the events.
In all European countries where palynological investigations o f the Holo­
cene vegetational history led to the interpretation o f delicate details, this 
question was the subject o f intensive research (e g. . l e s s e n  1 938; I v e r s e n 
1941; F a e g r i  1940; H o d  w in  1956; v a n  Z e i t  1959; M o r r i s o n  
1959; T  г о e 1 s -S m i t h 1960: К о р е  r o w a 1962; S m i t h  1961 - T  u r- 
n e r 1962, 1964).
In the elucidation oi this problem in addition to tree pollens the appearance 
and behaviour o f weeds, cultivated plants and climatic optimum indicators 
are also o f importance. In these sequences the increase o f Уяумз and Сягр/ииу 
pollens shows a change to a colder and more wet climate. This is indicated 
by a rich aquatic vegetation as well and also by a descrease o f the thermophilous 
broad-leaved trees (Т7?ммя, (/мегемд .̂ The increasing tendency o f F /яил
is likely to be a result o f its long distance transport into treeless regions. However, 
the diminishing o f the reforested areas caused any more by the climatic condi­
tions but bv the clearance. This can be concluded from the increase in the curves 
o f on the one hand and o f weed and cultivated plants on the other.
is a pioneer tree probably indicating the beginning o f the refores­
tation o f an area and the first steps o f a natural succession. This happened more 
than once during the Early Weichselian and Late-glacial periods and at the 
beginning o f Holocene. Whenever another increase in the spread o f /A/я/a is 
observed, in a land already forested it will indicate a retrogression in the deve­
lopment o f the vegetation. This is very often caused by clearance, burning o f 
forests and soil degradation connected with it. However, it can be brought 
about also a natural degradation o f the soil e.g. in consequence o f an alteration 
in the climate or groundwater level. An increase in curves o f a similar
nature appears in the Sub-Boreal and Sub-Atlantic phases o f several pollen 
diagrams o f Hungary ( Z o l y o m i  1931; K i n t z l e r  1936; Y o z á r y  
1957; C s i n á d у  1959). The accumulation o f weeds and C'erealia reveals a 
shepherding and land cultivating activity.
All these results are in agreement with the data hitherto recorded on the 
Sub-Boreal climate o f Hungary ( Z ó l y o m i  1958; S o  ó 1959). Accordingly, 
the climate in the Sub-Boreal should have been cooler and wetter than that 
which most probably existed in the Atlantic. This, however, does not exclude 
an accidental appearance o f drier periods o f shorter duration (diminishing o f 
such as have previously been pointed out ( Yo z á г у 1957). In spite 
o f a favourable climate the forested regions found in the studied areas o f the 
Great Plain were diminished. This may perhaps be attributed to the activity 
o f the deforesting, shepherding man. As an identification o f the climatic opti­
mum plants and weeds is missing from the Holocene palynological works pub­
lished so far in Hungary, the number o f these sequences is not sufficient to
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draw any general conclusions and therefore no attampt will be made to discuss 
the matter in detail. In order to get some more detailed informations about 
the Sub-Boreal climate and the Atlantic-Sub-Boreal boundary a palvnological 
analysis o f much more Holocene sequences is needed.
C % ? Mi a Li c d a f n. — The alterations which had occurred in the climate o f 
Holocene have been suggested by a number o f Hungarian authors to be in 
agreement with the results obtained for Central Europe. Our conclusions sup­
port this view and give some new informations about certain details (J à r a i - 
K  o m ! o d i 1968). As to the climatic changes during the Late-glacial phases 
very little has been known so far. Our conclusions concerning this problem will 
be reported elsewhere (J d r a i K o m 1 6 d i 1968). Here only a brief summary 
will be given. Though soil humidity may have been favourable in general 
inciuding Hungary, yet. the degree o f humidity on the Great Plain especially 
in the stadials, must have been lower than in the European regions situated to 
the north and west o f Hungary. This is demonstrated by the steppes rich in 
heliophvtes (many / V c w . FpAcdra, CypsopAdn, etc.) and bv the scarcity 
o f chionophilous plants.
The climate o f Dryas 1 ! is far from being well known because o f the incomp­
leteness o f the analysed sequence only a single layer was available. The pollens 
o f severel plants present in Dryas I I I  are still missing here, and the less forested 
land also indicates that the climate in Dryas I I  was colder than in Dryas I I I .
In the Allerod, the occurrence o f /Vc MrospcnMMMi uM.sirmcMW together with 
TypAn /uL/n/At and A'yMipAnca as well as the leature o f the tree vegetation sug­
gest that the average temperature o f .July amounted to about 1 7°C to 18°C. ami 
that o f January to about — 2°C to — 4°C.
From the presence o f Ar/wc/Ai MmrdiMm and P/cMrogpcr/MM/a MM.s/r/acMM? in 
Dryas I I I ,  from the extinction o f TypAa /a/i/n/A; and on the basis o f the feature 
o f tree vegetation it can be assumed that the average temperature o f January 
was about -  4°C to -  6°C, and that o f July about 13°C to 14°C.
V. Summary
A palynological analysis o f Late-glacial and Holocene layers from the 
Great Hungarian Plain and from the region between the rivers Danube and 
Tisza is presented.
I t  seems to be a striking resemblance between the flora o f the Late-glacial 
periods and that o f the end o f Brorup interstadial reported elsewhere (J â r a i -  
K  o m 1 6 d i 1966c).
In the Late-glacial period the tree vegetation consisted o f a pine-birch 
parkland, and the grass vegetation abounding in species was formed by helio­
philous steppe plants.
In moister areas moor vegetation comprising arctic-alpine, alpine-boreal 
species was formed.
In the Allerod phase the climate seems to have been suitable for the 
establishment o f thermophibus broad-leaved trees in the areas investigated. 
The low frequency o f their pollens, however, indicates that they were rather o f 
a secondary nature.
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A tagit dominance o f tree-shaped Ac////a (in aii probability /< pc/zz/zz/a. A'. 
pM&gFF/zg  ̂ is characteristic o f the forests o f the Pre-Boreal phase.
As to the behaviour o f the plants prevailing in the steppe vegetation the 
following changes were found: in the case o f Late-glacial steppes AAzz/z/'g/'a. 
ó'/zc/zz/pf/z/áz/F/ZF. C/'a//z/'/ZFa/' and otiicr heiiophvtes were most characteristic. In 
the Pre-Boreal steppes C/zz/zopoz/za/faF and other heliophytcs diminished. A/7c- 
/z/zgz'a remained itnportant. and L'/'a/zz/'/z/ac gained in importance. In the Boreat 
grasses C/az/zz/ZFaF rich in Dicotyledons 0/7//z//c////F/aF. Co//;//og/VF/z/-7 were most 
characteristic. A/7F//z/'g/a. in some Iocaiities also C/zF/zopad/aFFaF and /Ad/'a/;- 
/Ac//////// retnained inq/ortant whereas otiier [/iants characteristic o f the Late- 
glacia) steppes disappeared.
In the older Boreat sub-phase (Y.a) an oriental type o f P/'/zzzx g/7z:Fg///'g 
forest stcp]/e with oaks, times and hazels was demonstrated and in t lie younger 
sub-phase (Y .b) a mixed oak forest steppe rich in hazels and times. The partici­
pation o f hazel, even during the periods rich in hazels was found to be much less 
than indicated by the diagrams from mountainous regions or tty those from 
the northern most or western most territories o f Europe. The Boreat climate 
was not favourable to its spread on the (bea t Plain. At the end o f the Boreal it 
did not become tess and showed a similar frequency even during the Atlantic in 
consequence o f the prevailing climatic conditions supposed to have been highlv 
favourable to its existance. Its further spread might have been hampered by 
the broad-leaved tree forests, then, under tire influence o f climatic change at 
the end o f the Atlantic its frequency became diminished. In this time a mixed oak 
forest steppe is supposed to have come into prominence as a dominant tree 
vegetation.
Besides L/.s/zz///. I/cz/F/a and ///.r a considerable amount o f Epés turned 
up from the Atlantic phase. O f these four plants //z.r does not grow any more 
spontaneously in Hungary.
The influence o f human activity upon the vegetation appeared from the 
beginning o f the Sub-Boreal phase in a decrease o f forests on the one hanti, and 
in the appearance and gradual spread o f weed and cultivated plants on t la- 
other hand. Apart from the cultural influence, the cool arid humide crimate o f 
the Sub-Boreal period brought about a closing o f oak forests, and a spread o f 
Carp///Mg and Enyz/g.
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Plate 1. 1 — 2. 3. С/д?морсм7%*псеа̂ , 4 — 5. ^п^ммог^я у̂ %*яог, 6 — 7. 7<'?'/?рс м-
^м^я sp., 8 — 9. sp., 10—11. ямл/гзяемтм type, 12—13. w
sp., 14— 15. 77?*ppopAac rAawnô lf/f.-?, 16— 17. Æp/ду/гя cf. (/?*̂ яс/?!/я. Enlargement ХЮ00
Ptate II. 1 — 2. 1'о2уромм?м 6?̂ oWf< type X 1000, 3 — 4. 67?</<-;мг<?я ?ao)^n?ia type X 1000, 3 — 6. 
y:</.sor3f! X 1000, 7. СенЛаыгем .sea3w.sa type X 1000, 8. IrypNOpA:7ű ef./o^:yMía X 1000,
9—10. .'trMfrM type A X 300, H —12. .4г?нсг:'я тагЛ:*те type В. ХЗОО
Ptate 1П. 1. А'мрАаг <f. 1м1емм, 2. AlywpAacn cf. a№a. 3 —4. УзМЬ sp., 5 — 3.
а?!уадауо1м, 7. .ИугмрАуИнн; an-l;7.í7/alMw, 8. Afyr7op7iyMi<?M арма1м?м, 9—10. AfrAro 7м7Лг.
11 — 13. I*?6!<rHMW sp. 14—13. Rnlargemcnt X 4M)0
Pïate IV. ! —.1. яг/'-м/ягс tvp( . (i —S. 77?//лс.у (?f. /я/?/го/г*/м//;м?л type, 9 — !0. (7crĉ f7m̂
cf. 7г^7/сл/л. ! !. ef. .Sccí/c, Ï2. /̂ /лл/ #г70 /^лгго/i/z. !3. .4r/cwfy?'r! sp. !4. '̂?/;^rorcac cf.
( ягсдг type, !1. tvpe. RtHar^ement X ¡900
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